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Xevolos E Furniture Combines High-End Design and Premium Quality with Extraordinary Functionality 

 

The Art of Elegance 
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A clear, straightforward design language makes Xevolos E bathroom furniture from hansgrohe a timeless and discreet highlight that meets all stylistic 

demands and functional requirements. 

An aesthetic interior design reflects style and personality. Individually planned and equipped to a high standard, 

the bathroom offers more than just space for daily personal hygiene, it is an appealing space where you can 

escape from the hectic pace of everyday life, feel good, and relax.  

Stylishly Combined 

Xevolos E furniture is a statement of timeless elegance. The wide range of planning options also 

needs. Featuring vanity units with and without a console, with different widths from 340mm to 1570mm, the 

furniture and the matching Xevolos E washbasins create space for personal everyday life in the bathroom. For 

those who need even more storage space, the washbasin solution can be complemented by matching large or 

small cabinets. 



 

 

Xevolos E furniture fronts are framed with an aluminum frame for a refined look. There is a choice of finishes 

and consoles in multi-layer lacquered matt white, matt beige, matt slate grey, and inlays in wood decor, glass, 

or ceramic.  

Individuality can also be created by colour combinations; either simple and elegant in monochrome design, for 

example, matt beige body with beige metallic front, or contrasting, such as the beige body and structured fronts 

in dark oak. The inlays are also changeable for longevity, giving customers the option to replace the inlays in 

future to give the vanity a completely new look. 

Elegance with Functionality 

Looking beautiful is one thing, being practical and functional is another. With the hansgrohe Xevolos E furniture 

range, both go hand in hand.  

The Soft Close and Push-Open mechanisms open and close doors and drawers gently and silently. Thanks to 

the space-saving siphon included in the scope of delivery, no cutout for the siphon is necessary. This means that 

the storage space can be used throughout.  

Practical interior dividers provide a clear overview when storing cosmetics and bathroom products. IntraStoris 

are included as basic sets with the vanity units, with the option to upgrade to solid wood sets in dark walnut. 

The bodies and consoles are dirt-resistant thanks to an anti-fingerprint coating. The Xevolos E furniture and 

washbasins are particularly easy to clean and ideal for the bathroom, utilising materials suitable for damp 

rooms. 

To complete the look, the Xarita mirror collection from hansgrohe ensures a holistic bathroom experience. The 

angular or round bathroom mirrors complete the wash place thanks to clever functions, such as integrated 

dimming, memory and automatic switch-off function, and convenient mirror heating. In addition, the Xarita mirror 

variation with touch icons has indirect lighting in eight freely selectable lighting scenarios that can be individually 

adapted to personal mood or time of day.  

The new furniture range from Hansgrohe not only impresses with its clear and timeless design, but also in terms 

of sustainability and durability. The bathroom furniture series was awarded the "Golden M" by the DGM 

(Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V.). Further awards came from the "Climate Pact of the Furniture Industry" 

label (CO2 footprint), the "Furniture Made in Germany" seal and the "Emissions Label for Furniture". The wood 

components are from sustainable forestry and all hansgrohe furniture is packaged plastic-free.  
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Xevolos E furniture is a statement of timeless elegance, coupled with countless planning options. A clear, straightforward 
design language makes the furniture a discreet highlight that meets all stylistic demands and functional requirements. 
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Xevolos E offers a great deal of flexibility when it comes to combining individual furniture modules. Here, a countertop 
washbasin sits on the matching vanity unit with console top and plenty of storage space in the base cabinets. The 
IntraStoris interior divider provides even more clarity and order in the drawers. Despite great planning freedom, the 
washbasin, taps, mirror and furniture always form a formal, harmonious unit for an elegant overall look. 
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In the Xevolos E furniture range, elegance and functionality go hand in hand. The Push Open mechanism allows doors and 
pull-outs to open gently and conveniently. This mechanical opening support is especially made for furniture without knobs 
or handles. 
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The slate grey Xevolos E bathroom furniture creates a cool elegance for the bathroom. The continuous, easy-care washbasin 
together with the vanity unit offer free space and storage at the same time. 
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The straight-lined coordinated design language makes the Xevolos E washbasin and matching vanity unit appear as if 
they were cast from a single mould. 
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Compact and elegant: the Xevolos E furniture range also works well in guest bathrooms. 
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hansgrohe. Meet the beauty of water. 

hansgrohe stands for innovative solutions for kitchens and bathrooms that combine 

intelligent functionality, outstanding design, and enduring quality. With its many award-

winning products, the brand steeped in tradition, shapes the flow of water in the 

kitchen and the bathroom. Together with long-time design partners PHOENIX Design, 

Smart Living applications are also part of the brand’s portfolio, focusing on enriching 

people’s everyday lives and offering them more functionality and safety in their homes. 

Within the internationally active Hansgrohe Group, the premium brand hansgrohe 

manufactures, markets, and distributes showers, shower systems, bathroom and kitchen 

faucets, and kitchen sinks.  

 

Find out more about the hansgrohe brand at: 

https://www.hansgrohe.co.uk  

 

Social: 

https://www.instagram.com/hansgrohe_uk/  

https://twitter.com/hansgroheUK  

youtube.com/c/hansgrohe  

linkedin.com/showcase/hansgrohe-brand 

 

Issued on behalf of Hansgrohe Group by McCann Central, Communications House, 

Highlands Road, Shirley, West Midlands, B90 4WE. For further information, please contact 

Laura Westcott, Louise Fisher, Tara Gibbs, or Simran Mall by emailing 

hansgrohepr@mccann.com.  
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